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Page 1

Panel

Description

1.1

An establishing shot of a
living room of some quaint
typical American house.
Well, except for the window
being blown in by some HUGE
explosion. Two young boys (the
protagonists KEEGAN BARTON
and MATT BARTON) dive forward
to avoid the brunt of the
blast. Keegan (the older of
the two) is also trying to
protect his younger brother
from the blast.

1.2

Keegan lying on the ground
on top of Matt. His back
is covered in glass and is
beginning to bleed.

1.3

Keegan looks back over his
shoulder....

Dialog
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Panel

Description

Dialog

2.1

Over Keegan’s
shoulder....There is a large,
dark ominous, and distinctly
monsterous/demonic shape
silhouetted through the smoke
and what is left of what used
to be the window that just got
blasted.

2.2

Keegan gets up, also dragging
Matt to his feet.

2.3

Matt (the younger brother)
looks confused.

MATT
Keegan? What’s going on?

2.4

A close up of the damage
that’s been done to Keegan’s
back, as he walks forward
(dragging Matt with him)

KEEGAN
Come on, Matt. We need to go hide.
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Panel
3.1

Description

Dialog

Matt and Keegan are climbing
up a staircase in their house,
smoke following them as they
do. Matt is first, Keegan is
second.

Caption: I had a nightmare, Dad.
Again.

3.2

Keegan looks forward. Close
shot (neck and head.)

Caption: It’s strange...it feels
so real. I’m in a room. A couple
of doctors are talking about
me, and I keep hearing them say
"demon" and stuff.

3.3

A closer shot of Keegan’s
face.

Caption: It goes on, but then
something happens. All I can hear
is a voice in my head.

3.4

Same shot. Keegan’s eyes are
closed now.

Caption: It keeps
saying...’Kill....kill...’...then
screaming at me to "KILL THEM
ALL"...

Caption: Is that so? Well....sit
down and tell me about it.
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Panel
4.1

Description

Dialog

Keegan is sitting down
someplace outside, his legs
drawn up to his chest. He
seems to be dressed in
sleepwear (tank and shorts).
It does also seem to be
night....

KEEGAN
And that’s when....

4.2

A slight pullout from the
previous shot (more can be
seen of the character) Keegan
pulls his legs in closer,
looking to the side.

KEEGAN
All I can see is red...and the
doctor starts...bleeding, from his
eyes. Nose. And mouth.

4.3

Closer shot still. Keegan
buries his head in his knees.

KEEGAN
Just because I looked at him.
He screams in pain, telling me
to stop. / But I can’t stop./ I
can’t....

4.4

We can see that Keegan is
sitting next to his father on
some sort of house porch. It
is late at night. His father
is also dressed in sleepwear
(pants of some sort), and on
one of his wrists is a watch.

KEEGAN’S FATHER
Don’t worry son. It was just a
bad dream. We all have dreams like
that. It’ll go away someday.

KEEGAN’S FATHER
’That’s when’ what, son?
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Panel

Description

Dialog

5.1

Keegan’s father ruffles his
son’s hair.

KEEGAN’S FATHER
This is why your mother says don’t
eat before bed.

5.2

Keegan laughs, playfully
pushing his father’s hand
away.

5.3

Keegan looks up towards his
father (offpanel)

KEEGAN
I guess you’re right...thanks,
dad.

5.4

Keegan then looks confused.

KEEGAN
But..wait...why are you out her at
this hour of the night?

5.5

Keegan’s father smirks. Keegan
looks up at his fater.

KEEGAN’S FATHER
I’m an adult, I can do what I
want.

5.6

Keegan looks a little pouty at
that answer.

5.7

Keegan’s father smirk softens
a little bit.
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Panel

Description

Dialog

6.1

Keegan and his father are now
sillohetted in comparision to
the night sky they are look
at, the camera is to their
backs in this panel.

6.2

Keegan thinks for a moment.

6.3

Keegan responds, excitedly.

KEEGAN
I want to see where you work!

6.4

Keegan’s father looks...a
little confused at this
answer.

KEEGAN’S FATHER
Why is that, son?

KEEGAN’S FATHER
Alright, alright. I had to get
some air as well./ Your mother is
killing me with all the planning
for your birthday. / Any ideas on
what you want yet?
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Panel

Description

Dialog

7.1

The camera is facing the front
of Keegan and his father
again. Keegan is looking at
his father and talking.

KEEGAN
Well, because I like what you do./
I want to grow up and build things
people use to save lives.

7.2

Keegan’s father looks down on
his son.

KEEGAN’S FATHER
They’re used to take lives too,
son.

7.3

Keegan responds.

KEEGAN
I know, but only bad peoples.

7.4

Similar shot to the first one,
except now Keegan is in a
pose/gesture as if he were
pretending to hold a rifle.

KEEGAN
To be able to build things
like beam sabers, guns...all of
that...it sounds so cool!
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Panel

Description

Dialog

8.1

Keegan’s father looks deep in
thought, looking away from his
son.

8.2

Keegan looks happy.

8.3

Keegan then springs to hug
his dad (quite literally, and
also he’s shorter than his dad
and so is really hugging his
lower torso with no shot of
his father’s head in panel?)

8.4

Keegan’s father smiles.

8.5

He then looks at his watch.

KEEGAN’S FATHER
Well...I think it’s time for you
to get back to bed.

8.6

Keegan is standing up
already, but his father is
in the process of getting to
his feet.

KEEGAN’S FATHER
You’ve got school in the morning.
And you have to take your brother
too.

KEEGAN’S FATHER
Well...I’m sure your mother won’t
mind. Pretty sure my boss won’t
mind either.

KEEGAN
Thanks, dad!
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Panel

Description

9.1

Keegan and his father are
walking back to the house
door, their back to the
camera.

9.2

Keegan is tucked in bed.

9.3

A black panel.

Dialog

Page 10

Panel

Description

10.1

Meanwhile, back in
non-flashback land....Keegan
shuts the door to some room,
looking over his shoulder.
Again we can see the bloody
damage to his back.

10.2

A wide shot of what appears
to be their bedroom, it looks
like a kid’s bedroom...we can
see a bed, a nightstand, some
sort of trunk/chest at the
foot of a bed. It’s dark in
the room. Keegan is gesturing
to his younger brother Matt
with one hand, and is holding
his shoulder with another. His
expression indicates that he
seems to be in pain of sorts.
Matt is behind Keegan and
looks confused, frightened.

Dialog

KEEGAN
Go hide, Matt...
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Panel

Description

Dialog

11.1

A shot of Matt, looking
confused, as he takes a step
back.

11.2

Matt scrambles underneath the
bed behind him.

11.3

Keegan looks over his shoulder
to make sure his brother is
hidden.

11.4

He then looks forward again.

Caption: (SFX ACROSS PANELS 3 AND
4) BOOM!

11.5

The bedroom door.

Caption: SFX: BOOM!
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Panel

Description

Dialog

12.1

Door again.

Caption: SFX: BOOM...BOOM....

12.2

Door again. No sounds though.

12.3

Keegan looks confused.

12.4

Matt underneath the bed,
looking on (or you know,
trying to.)

12.5

Matt anticipates....

Caption: SFX: AH....

12.6

And sneezes.

Caption: SFX: CHOO!
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Panel

Description

13.1

The door is blown open.

13.2

A wider shot similar to Page
10 panel 2....the door (or
what’s left of it, is blown
over Keegan’s head, along with
a good chunk of smoke/wind/and
so forth. Keegan braces to
stay standing, reacting
appropriately if well....a
door got blown up right in
front of somebody!

Dialog
Caption: SFX: BOOM!
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Panel

Description

14.1

A close shot, Keegan clutching
his shoulder and looking up.

14.2

Pulling back. Same pose/angle.
But there’s a big shadow being
casted on Keegan now.

14.3

An over the shoulder shot from
the perspective of some HUGE
demon. Looking down on Keegan.

Dialog

Caption: End PT I
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Panel
15.1

Description
Splash page. A HUGE demon,
wings outstretched, looms over
the much smaller Keegan in his
bedroom.

Dialog
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Panel

Description

Dialog

16.1

A close up of the demon’s
face. It’s snarly.

DEMON
You kids...shall die....

16.2

It takes a few steps towards
Keegan.

Caption: SFX: Boom Boom

16.3

Keegan is also similarly
snarling.

16.4

He looks to the side.
(Indication he’s looking
towards where his brother his
hiding.)

16.5

He looks surprised.

16.6

Keegan turns his head to look
back at the demon. His eyes
are now appearing to glow some
sort of red color....growling
and starting to look angry.

DEMON
Just....as your parents did.....
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Panel
17.1

Description
Another splash. Keegan lunges
towads the demon, one of his
legs covered in...flames?

Dialog

Page 18

Panel

Description

18.1

Keegan kicks towards the
demon, again, his leg covered
mysteriously in flames!

18.2

The demon roars

18.3

It takes a large clawed hand
and swats Keegan away.

Dialog

Caption: SFX: SLAP!
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Panel

Description

19.1

A wide shot. Keegan crashes
through the bedroom behind
him...then crashes through
a wall...then starts to
fall...and falls off panel.

Dialog
Caption: SFX: CRASH!
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Panel

Description

20.1

Keegan hits the ground.

20.2

A top down shot of Keegan. He
looks, well, unconscious.

Dialog
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Panel

Description

21.1

Back in the bedroom. The demon
looks down at the bed (now
covered in rubble from Keegan
having smashed through the
wall next to this bed.)

21.2

Matt is underneat the bed,
clutching his head and staring
at the ground (frightened!)

21.3

The bed is lifted from on top
of him, bits of rubble falling
on Matt’s head.

21.4

Matt looks up.

Dialog
DEMON
Now...

Caption: SFX: SLAM!
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Panel

Description

22.1

An over the shoulder shot,
which indicates that teeny
tiny Matt...is looking up at
well, a HUGE demon. The focus
is on the demon!

22.2

The demon snarls at Matt.

22.3

Matt looks utterly scared out
of his mind.

22.4

Matt then screams his head
off.

Dialog

DEMON
Time to join the rest of your
family...in hell.
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Panel

Description

23.1

Matt runs underneath the
legs of this huge demon
frantically.

23.2

The demon looks over his
shoulder annoyed, anticipating
with a hand....

23.3

To flick small Matt.

Dialog
MATT
NOOOO!!!
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Panel
24.1

Description
Splash. Matt goes
tumbling...out of his room
door. Down a staircase (rather
painfully)...and out of the
panel.

Dialog

Page 25

Panel

Description

25.1

Matt hits the ground after
crashing through some other
sort of wall/window on the
ground level. Debris follows
behind him.

25.2

Rubble lands on top of
Matt, slightly burying him
as he bleeds there...also
unconsious, it would appear.

Dialog
Caption: SFX: CRASH!!!
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Panel
26.1

Description
A wide shot of their home (it
looks like a very nice one,
small, cozy, white picket
fence in suburbia), now broken
in several places by the mean
demon.

Dialog
SFX: ROARRRRRRRRRR
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Panel

Description

Dialog

27.1

A panel of the enviroment
where Keegan had landed. The
lighting should be changed
to show perhaps some time has
passed?

27.2

Keegan slowly gets up.....

KEEGAN
Ugh.....

27.3

Back sitting up and his eyes
are blearily open.

KEEGAN
Wha...
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Panel

Description

28.1

Keegan looks at the rubble
that is his house.

28.2

He rushes around the corner
of his house looking for
something.

28.3

He stops, apparently having
found it.

Dialog
KEEGAN
No!

KEEGAN
Brother?
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Panel

Description

Dialog

29.1

Keegan kneels down, clearing
some rubble from the small
bleeding form of his brother.

KEEGAN
Brother...wake up.....

29.2

A wide shot. Keegan is still
shoving at Matt. It appears to
be noon, the sun high in the
sky over the treetops.

KEEGAN
Matt...wake up!

29.3

Same shot. The difference is
that the sun is starting to
move down....

KEEGAN
Matt!

29.4

Same shot...and...the sun is
starting to set.

KEEGAN
Please...wake up....
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Panel

Description

30.1

Keegan gets up.

30.2

He slowly gets to his feet,
looking down at the ground and
his brother. Pausing.

30.3

Same shot.

30.4

He turns.

Dialog

KEEGAN
...I will miss you...brother.
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Panel

Description

31.1

Splash. Keegan is sadly
walking to the right, away
from his wrecked house.
Looking to the ground. There
are dark, rain-ish looking
clouds above in the sky now,
the sun still setting.

Dialog
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Panel

Description

32.1

Rain falls on Matt, still
somewhat buried and bleeding
in rubble. It’s dark now.

32.2

Matt slowly gets to his knees.

32.3

He looks at his hand.

Dialog

MATT
Ow.....
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Panel

Description

Dialog

33.1

His hand is covered in glass
and blood.

33.2

He looks frightened and
confused. Like any young child
would who just saw their own
blood in this much amounts....

33.3

He gets up to his feet.

33.4

He is standing, looking off in
one direction.

MATT
Keegan?

33.5

He looks in the other
direction.

MATT
Keegan??
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Panel

Description

34.1

Matt is running..somewhere....

34.2

He trips.

34.3

And falls.

34.4

To the ground. In the rain.

Dialog
MATT
Hey! Brother!

Page 35

Panel

This page should be a little bit cluttered, similar to
perhaps, thoughts, random looking except for panel 6 on the
far right which is bigger than the others and is a bleed
panel.
Description
Dialog

35.1

A close up on Matt’s face.
It’s rain soaked, although it
also appears that he MAY be
crying....

35.2

(buried slightly panel)
Rubble.

35.3

More rubble. A broken window.

35.4

More rubble. Where Keegan had
crashed out of on the second
floor bedroom.

35.5

More rubble....some broken
fence pieces.

35.6

Matt is standing up again
again, although is looking
down to the ground, still
crying a little.

MATT
Where...are you?
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Panel

This page should be a little bit cluttered, similar to
perhaps, thoughts, random looking except for panel 6 on the
far right which is bigger than the others and is a bleed
panel.
Description
Dialog

36.1

Matt standing there, still
crying. Closer than the
previous panel?

36.2

He finally stops, putting his
arms down. YOu cannot see his
face.

36.3

He turns.

36.4

Fade to black.

Caption: END CH 1.

